5-1 and further centrifugation at 3000 g.
(D) Adjutantis (1954) , also working with liver. The tissue is frozen and dried in vacuo and powdered; it is further homogenised after suspension in isotonic sucrose solution and centrifuged to leave a clear supernatant.
As for the blood plasma, this was generally used untreated. For comparison, however, the plasma also was subjected to the same treatments as the tissues except, of course, for the homogenisation step, in some initial experiments.
Technique of electrophoresis. Blood plasma and tissue extracts were run on starch plates as described by Smithies (1955) , using the discontinuous buffer system developed by Poulik (1957) . The voltage applied was 6 v/cm. and the run was continued for about 16 hours, with a current of 4 mA.
The starch plate was stained in Amido-black.
Blood plasma Typically, mouse plasma gives rise on starch gel to about 12 fractions, excluding the y-globulin region (Fig. 1 ). It will be noted that the plasma of foetuses, whilst weak in albumin, contains a very strong fraction (marked f in Fig. lA) which is absent from the adult (Pantelouris and Hale, 1962) .
Although the correspondence of most fractions may be deduced by visual comparison with human plasma (Fig. 2) , a better definition has been worked out by Duke (1963) .
Treatment of plasma by the four extraction procedures cited did not change its electrophoretic profile (Fig. 3) , and untreated plasma was run parallel to the extracts in most experiments.
Brain
The profiles given by the brain extracts were identical for all four procedures, but were perhaps somewhat clearer by method (A). Of course the extracts are dilute and hence the zones are weak and somewhat difficult to photograph (Fig.   4 , B).
By mobility, all fractions seen correspond to zones in the plasma. The only differences are quantitative; the most obvious is that the albumin fraction is weak in the brain extract as compared to plasma or to the tumour extract. The low albumin concentration in the two extracts results, incidentally, in the clear separation of three subfractions.
The exclusively prenatal fraction f appears in the foetal plasma as well as the foetal brain extract, but is absent from both plasma and brain extract of the mother (Fig. 5 ).
Tumour
Typical patterns obtained from tumour extracts prepared by the four methods are given in Fig. 6 . Again, there is no fraction in the tumour that is alien to the plasma. There are, however, striking differences in the relative density of various zones in plasma and tumour:
(a) Fraction 2 is absent from the tumour extract, but its neighbouring fraction 3 is present; both are alpha-2 globulins. Pantelouris.
ELECTROPHORESIS OF TUMOUR PROTEINS
(b) Zones 4-7 (haptoglobins and transferrins), and zone 11-12 (a high molecular weight beta-globulin and a slow alpha-2-globulin) are all present, but much weaker than in the plasma.
(c) Fraction 9 (a slow haptoglobin) is characteristically stronger in tumour extracts than in the plasma.
(d) The albumin zone also is, comparatively, "over-represented " in the tumour. DISCUSSION Varied procedures have been used by investigators for the extraction of soluble tissue proteins ", and differences in the electro-phoretic patterns of such extracts have been discovered that are characteristic for some tissues or for some pathological conditions. The four procedures compared gave similar results; that of Kaplansky et al. (1956) appeared preferable because, though as simple as any of the others, it gave somewhat clearer electrophoretic patterrs.
The main fact emerging from the comparison is that the zones separated on starch gel from the extracts used correspond, by mobility, exactly to fractions of the blood plasma run simultaneously on the same plate.
The experiment where foetal and maternal brain extracts and plasmas were compared is quite decisive in this respect. The foetal plasma protein fraction f appears in the foetal plasma and brain extract but is absent from both maternal plasma and brain extract.
These zones cannot be dismissed as due to contamination of the extracts with blood. Firstly, the animals were thoroughly bled before dissection; secondly, in the case of the tumour, only peripheral growing portions-free of obvious haemorrhagic or necrotic fluid-were used; finally, it is for the purpose of reducing the amount of blood present that brain rather than liver or spleen was used for comparison with the tumour. No perfusion of the brain was undertaken; but Bernsohn, Barron and Hess (1961) working with the rat, did perfuse the brain; the pattern they obtained from brain extracts with and without perfusion were identical, except for the disappearance in the former of one globulin fraction which may have been haemoglobin.
It may be concluded, in view of the above, that the zones shown by the extracts represent in the main extra-vascular plasma proteins sequestered by the tissues. These may not be viewed, strictly speaking, as tissue-specific proteins, without evidence that they differ antigenically or otherwise from the plasma proteins of corresponding mobility. It may be remarked here that it would be helpful and informative to include in work of this kind, the electrophoretic pattern of plasma under the same conditions. Whilst the individual fractions may not be tissue-specific, it is their proportions that are characteristic of tissues. In the brain for example, the concentration of albumin is relatively low, but in the tumour it is high. This is important in view of the evidence that some tumours utilise avidly the albumin for their own nutrition. The main work on these lines is that of Busch and Greene (1955) and Busch et al. (1956) , but others also have contributed relevant evidence (see Henderson and LePage, 1959) . This avidity of tumours for albumin may also be held responsible for the reduced albumin content, in some stages at least, of the plasma of tumour-bearing animals (Hradec, 1958) .
Another striking difference concernis fraction 9, a slow haptoglobin. which is 181 very much more concentrated in the tumour extract than in the plasma itself. The importance of this is not clear. Other plasma fractions are either " under-represented " in the tumour extract or altogether missing from it.
SUMMARY
The patterns obtained from extract of C3H mouse mammary tumour by electrophoresis on starch gel include no zone that does not correspond in mobility to a plasma protein fraction. The tumour pattern, however, is characterised by the prominence of the albumin and haptoglobin zones, to a degree higher than in the plasma patterns.
Brain extract is characterised by the relatively weaker albumin zone, as compared to plasma. Brain extract from 16-day old foetuses contains also a characteristic foetal plasma fraction absent from the maternal plasma or brain.
Whilst the fractions obtainable by the four extraction procedures compared are viewed as non-tissue-specific proteins appropriated from the plasma, it is the pattern of their quantitative relationships that is tissue-specific.
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